RAISING THE TOBACCO SALE AGE TO 21:
RESPONSES TO MISLEADING NATO/SWEDISH MATCH ARGUMENTS

Public health efforts to protect youth from the tobacco industry in the point-of-sale environment are gaining
momentum nationwide. The tobacco industry is organizing to oppose these efforts. For example, the
National Association of Tobacco Outlets (NATO) and cigar and smokeless tobacco company Swedish Match
recently launched a website with misleading arguments and information on the impact of local ordinances
targeting the point of sale. The website is called Tobacco Ordinances – Take Another Look (TOTAL) and
addresses policies related to price, flavored products, legal minimum sale age of 21, and others.
Each day, about 2,300 kids in the United States try their first cigarette and another 350 kids under the age of
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18 become regular, daily smokers; and, almost one-third will eventually die from smoking. Since tobacco is
so harmful, we should do everything we can to prevent tobacco use among young people. Increasing the
legal sale age of tobacco products to 21 will help. It will prevent tobacco use among young people, reduce
smoking and save lives.
Tobacco companies know that a higher legal sale age will help deter youth from smoking. Since the industry
needs to recruit new smokers to keep the tobacco business profitable, it is desperate to protect its ability to
attract youth at the point of sale, regardless of the impact on the health and welfare of young people.
The industry’s arguments do not withstand scrutiny. Below, we provide responses to its false claims.
Most adult smokers start smoking before age 21.
• Virtually all adult smokers started smoking before reaching age 21, and four out of five started even
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younger, before age 18.
• Most smokers move from experimentation to regular smoking between ages 18 and 21. By age 21, 4 in 5
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smokers are smoking every day.
• If we can keep people from starting to smoke as kids or young adults, then most will never smoke.
Underage youth - especially 15, 16, and 17 year olds close to the current legal age of 18 - often obtain
cigarettes from social sources. This is precisely why this policy is needed. A tobacco sale age of 21
will make it more difficult for these youth to get cigarettes from social sources.
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• Three in four smokers ages 15 to 17 obtain cigarettes from social sources. This is not surprising given
that it is both illegal for retailers to sell tobacco products to them, and their social networks are likely to
include legal purchasers age 18 or 19.
• Raising the tobacco sale age to 21 helps keep tobacco out of high schools where younger teens often
obtain tobacco products from older students. With the minimum legal sale age set at 21 instead of 18,
legal purchasers would be less likely to be in the same social networks as high school students and
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therefore less able to sell or give cigarettes to them.
Tobacco use is an addictive and deadly behavior and most people never make an adult choice to
smoke. The industry targets kids – and kids start smoking.
• Addiction to tobacco is the opposite of personal liberty and freedom.
• Most smokers begin smoking as teenagers, before they can fully appreciate the consequences
of becoming addicted to the nicotine in tobacco. Once a person is addicted, it is difficult to stop.
• We don't have a specific age in our society where you're free to do whatever you want. We
determine the appropriate age for various activities based upon their risk and reward – and
tobacco has incredibly high risk and absolutely no reward.
Raising the tobacco sale age will reduce smoking and save lives.
• The Institute of Medicine (IOM), one of the most prestigious scientific authorities in the United States,
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strongly concluded that raising the tobacco sale age to 21 will improve public health and save lives.
• A tobacco sale age of 21 reduces access to tobacco products directly by restricting sales to 21 and older
adults and indirectly by making it harder for underage high school students to access social sources of
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tobacco. Increasing the sale age to 21 will reduce tobacco use among youth and young adults – age
groups when nearly all smoking begins and that are heavily targeted by the tobacco industry.
The most powerful impact of the policy is the reduction in access by high school teens ages 15 to 17.
Reduced access to tobacco by teenagers discourages experimentation with smoking and can also
reduce the intensity of smoking, postpone smoking, and potentially make quitting easier.

Fact sheets and other material on raising the tobacco sale age to 21 are available at:
http://www.tobaccofreekids.org/what_we_do/state_local/sales_21
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